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Collision Detection
I Detect collision, and back up time to find the exact time of collision
I Too slow for many particle systems
I For many particle systems, predict the time to collide and advance

the simulation to that time
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List of collisions
I Maintain a list of collisions, ordered on time to collision
I Don’t need to re-compute the collision times in each time step, just

look at the first collision on the list and process it
I We then compute a new collision time for this particle and add it to

the list
I The new first time on the list becomes our new “next collision”
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List of collisions
I This approach can save considerable amount of time
I Predicting “time to collision” usually assumes that the velocity is

constant, so it is valid for a few time steps only
I Only track objects that may collide in the near future
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Collision detection between moving objects
I Consider each pair of objects
I Use their paths to predict whether or not the objects will collide in

the near future
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Particle Particle Collision in 2D
Consider two particles A and B with current positions and velocities
(pA,vA) and (pB ,vB) living in a 2D world.

I Position of particle A after time α: pA(α) = pA + αvA
I Position of particle B after time β: pB(β) = pb + βvB

I Solve α and β s.t. pA(α) = pB(β) and α, β ≥ 0.
I If α = β, collision!
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Particle Particle Collision in 3D
I In the previous slide, we have used line intersection to see whether or

not two moving particles will collide. Line intersection is a probability
zero event in 3D.

I We solve to following minimization problem to see if two 3D particles
will collide

d = min
α,β≥0

‖p(α)− p(β)‖2

I If d is less than some predefined threshold, estimate time it will take
for the two particles to get to the point of intersection to see if the
two particles will collide
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Collision detection between moving objects
I Dealing with uncertainty over time
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Efficient collision detection
I Spatial partitioning

I Size of the grid cells should be several times the maximum distance
that a particle can travel in time step

I Each grid cell contains a list of particles
I Lists
I Hash tables
I Arrays
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Collision detection for rigid bodies
I Possiblities (Polyhedral objects)

I Vertex - Face
I Vertex - Edge
I Vertex - Vertex
I Edge - Edge
I Edge - Face
I Face - Face

I Which of the the above situations are more likely to occur in practice?
I Complex rigid objects can have thousands of vertices, edges and faces!

I Many systems only consider Vertex - Face collisions, claiming that
other 5 options are too rare to consider
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Vertex - Face collision

I Compute signed distance between a vertex location (point) and the
plane representing the face

I If distance is less than or equal to zero, collision!
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Speeding up Rigid Body Collisions
I Spatial partitioning
I Enclose rigid bodies into simpler shapes

I If simple shapes don’t collide then the rigid bodies won’t collide as well
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Collision Response
Check out notes on collision response available on the course web.
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Summary
I Particle-Particle collision detection in 2D and 3D
I Collision detection between rigid bodies
I Speeding up collision detection


